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Setting Up Students and Teachers
DTC/CTCs will have access to the Assessment Management
System after October 12.
If Pearson was not instructed to upload TAKS-Alt data to
STAAR Alternate, no district upload was sent, or no students
were manually registered for STAAR Alternate, the students
will not be registered for STAAR Alternate in the system.
Districts are responsible for making sure that students are
registered for the correct subjects/courses and teachers have
been assigned for each assessment.
Please verify all information in the system to make sure it is
correct and reflects the most recent ARD decision.
The DTC/CTC and the Alternate Assessment Teacher cannot
be the same person on a campus.

Assessment Management System Updates

“End-of-Course codes can be entered in student data files
when registering students for the STAAR Alternate
administration. See pages 6–7 and 26 of the Student Data
File Format for Student Registration and Precoding at
http://www.TexasAssessment.com/StudentFileLayout
for details.”
The Practice Center is available for use by districts.
DTC/CTCs will need to enroll and register students for
STAAR Alternate before teachers will be able to practice
entering data. We recommend that the student names used
be fictitious.

October 24th WebEx
Pearson will be providing a repeat of the WebEx that was
broadcasted on September 28.
The broadcast will occur on Monday, October 24, 2011 from
1:00pm-2:00pm.
The content will cover how to establish student and teacher
accounts and how to link teachers to subject assessments.
Region registration is required for participation with each
region allotted four login locations; however, the number of
participants for each location is not limited.
Information regarding the WebEx will be sent to region
coordinators by e-mail.
The presentation will be repeated at the mini-sessions held at
the Texas Assessment Conference starting on
December 5, 2011.

Selecting High School Assessments
Students will get credit for any previous high school state
assessments which includes TAKS-Alt or TAKS-M and testing
done in other Texas districts or other states.
For students who were enrolled in and received credit for an
EOC course that has been counted toward the minimum high
school plan but no corresponding EOC assessment has been
taken, the student will not have to take the course and
assessments again.
However, the student must have had a curriculum linked to the
EOC course through appropriate prerequisite skills that were
not developed by the state until this year.
Students who skip grades are still obligated to be enrolled in
the alternate courses and take the corresponding assessments
sometime while they are in high school.
All EOC assessments must be taken unless credit was given for
previous testing or class enrollment.

Postings Since the Last TETN

All manuals, modules, transcripts and savable
documentation forms have been posted. Let TEA know if
you are having difficulty saving the forms.
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Additional Information to be Posted at a Later
Time

Parent Training Materials - Spring 2012
Standard Setting Information - Fall 2012
The format to report growth information is being
reviewed at present. Regions will be receiving a
questionnaire in November requesting feedback on how
effective the TAKS-Alt model was and how the
information was used within the district.
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Supplemental Training Support
Manuals give detailed description of what this training should look
like and who can provide it.
Supplemental Training Support Flowchart is the condensed version.
The district is responsible for making the decision regarding who will
receive the training, who will do the training according to TEA
guidelines, what the training should involve, and if the person is
given access to the third and final attempt.
Region personnel can provide the training; however, they cannot give
the person the password for the third attempt without consulting the
district as to the outcome of the supplemental training support.
The teacher should make note of what topics need clarification after
reviewing the feedback offered after the assessment is submitted.
Training should be done individually with an exchange between the
teacher and the support provider and not provided in large,
impersonal groups.

REMINDER
No one can receive help from other individuals during the
qualification. This includes other teachers taking the
qualification in the same room, writing down questions to
ask others at a later time, or calling TEA for the answer.
Testing in the same room should be closely monitored.
Printed resources can be used.
No copies of the questions or feedback entries can be
downloaded, copied, or written out for others to view.
Teachers take an oath stating that they did not receive any
help during the qualification.

Future Module Training

Teachers who pass the qualification activities this
year will not be asked to review or pass the modules
next year.
Teachers who did not pass a module this year will be
allowed to try again with two attempts next year in
order to complete the training requirements.
Supplemental training support can be provided
before the third and final attempt is given following
the same procedure that was outlined this year.

Change in Materials
The focus of assessment is to determine skill acquisition, not to
establish a repeated, consistent performance.
Materials used in instruction should vary enough from those used
during the observation so that the student is not just rotely repeating
an answer or response from a previous instructional session without
truly demonstrating the skill.
The student must provide a different answer to the predetermined
criterion or respond to a different experience in the predetermined
criterion than was observed during instruction.
Replicating the exact task prior to the observation may compromise
the validity of the student’s performance.
The change in materials must be content related and focused on the
skill being assessed.

Change in Materials
Teachers must review the task before instruction begins to insure that
during instruction the task is not duplicated exactly as it was written
by the state.
Teachers are required to approach teaching sessions differently than
the planned method used to implement the assessment task during
the observation.
The method in approach may vary from assessment task to
assessment task.

Task Specific Change in Materials from Instruction to Assessment
DRAFT

Natural Occurrences (9%)
SKILL/CONCEPT
•Broadly addressed as the skill/concept naturally
occurs
•Exposure to numerous experiences showing how the
skill/concept relates to the student
PREDETERMINED CRITERIA
•Not specifically addressed during instruction
since the opportunity to emphasize the skill/concept
frequently occurs
ENTIRE ASSESSMENT TASK
•Not presented as written during instruction;
presented for the first time as an entire task during
the assessment observation

Writing 4.15 Level 1

Separate Lessons (11%)
SKILL/CONCEPT
•Specifically taught in isolation of other skills due to the complexity of the skill/concept
•Requires the use of new items presented in the same way as in the predetermined
criteria

PREDETERMINED CRITERIA
• Each predetermined criterion is addressed in isolation of the other predetermined
criterion since each skill/concept must be learned individually as a separate
skill/concept before being demonstrated together
• Each predetermined criterion becomes a single, separate lesson which can occur over
numerous days
ENTIRE ASSESSMENT TASK
•Not presented as written during instruction; becomes a culminating activity for the first
time as an entire task during the assessment observation

Writing 4.22 Level 2

New Item (62%)
SKILL/CONCEPT
• Specifically taught with new items (refers to
materials as well as to specific examples or problems
presented in a task).
PREDETERMINED CRITERIA
• Each predetermined criterion is addressed in the same
way as in the assessment task
• All predetermined criteria are addressed together during a
single lesson since the skill is often a process that cannot
be completed until all three criterion are performed
ENTIRE ASSESSMENT TASK
• Presented as written during instruction; instruction
and assessment observation are exactly mirrored
with the exception of the items

Writing 7.17 Level 3

Different Presentations (18%)
SKILL/CONCEPT
• Overall skill or concept taught, but in a way that is different than that of the
assessment task

PREDETERMINED CRITERIA
• Not specifically addressed during instruction since the predetermined criterion are
often very specific
• Repeating the predetermined criterion during instruction exactly as written in the task
would compromise the assessment observation

ENTIRE ASSESSMENT TASK
•Not presented as written during instruction; presented for the first time during the
assessment observation

Writing 4.15 Level 3

What can we help
you with?

